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Peptaibols : models for ion channels
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dependent ion channels in lipid bilayer membranes [1]. Leakage of cytoplasmic material can
occur through such channels, leading to cell death,
and this may be the basis of their antibiotic
function.
Over 200 peptaibols have been sequenced.
Due to the presence of the non-standard amino
acids such as Aib and Iva, these sequences are
generally not included in most sequence databases. Hence, a database specifically for
peptaibols was created and is accessible
at http :\\www.cryst.bbk.ac.uk\peptaibol ; this
database also includes the sequences as well as the
known crystal and NMR structures of family
members.

Abstract
Peptaibols are membrane-active polypeptides isolated from fungal sources. They are characterized
by the presence of an unusual amino acid, αaminoisobutyric acid, and a C-terminal hydroxylated amino acid. Peptaibols exhibit antibiotic
activity against bacteria and fungi. Their amphipathic nature allows them to self-associate into
oligomeric ion-channel assemblies which span the
width of lipid bilayer membranes. Over 200
peptaibol sequences have been reported to date,
which are compiled in the Peptaibol Database at
http :\\www.cryst.bbk.ac.uk\peptaibol. Alignments of these sequences have been carried out in
order to define a series of related subfamilies (SFs)
with common sequence features thought to be
important for channel formation. Crystal structures determined for a number of peptaibols from
the various SFs provide the bases both for modelling of the channel structures and for modelling
structures of other members of the same SFs.

Sequence alignments into subfamilies
(SFs)
Alignments of all the sequences in the database
have been carried out using ClustalW V1.8 [2] in
order to group them into SFs, primarily on the
basis of sequence identity, and, to a lesser extent,
sequence length. The SFs were further aligned
manually in CINEMA V2.1 [3]. In total, there
were nine distinguishable SFs (Figure 1). For the
purposes of clarity, in the longer SFs (SFs 1–4)
only a few representative sequences have been
included in Figure 1, which highlights features
seen throughout the SFs.
SF1 consists of $120 sequences, and is the
largest SF, containing over half the peptaibol
sequences. This SF is of the ‘ long ’ peptaibols,
with lengths ranging between 17 and 20 residues.
Characteristic of many members of this SF is the
presence of a Gln near the middle, often at position
6 or 7. Additional Gln or Glu residues are found
towards the C-termini. In many cases, positions
18 and 19 are a Gln-Gln or Glu-Gln pair. In
the shorter members of this SF, however,
usually only a single Gln residue is present in
the C-terminal region. The Glu and Gln residues
appear to be located in the pore lumen, important
for conductance. In a study where Glu was
substituted by Leu in one well-studied member of
the SF, alamethicin, channel-forming ability was
still observed, so it is not essential that this is a
charged residue [4]. However, in another study [5]
comparing trichocellins TCA-II and TCB-II,
which have, respectively, Gln and Glu at this

Introduction
The peptaibols are a family of antibiotic peptides
isolated from soil fungi that exhibit anti-bacterial
and anti-fungal properties. They range between
five and 20 residues in length. The name peptaibol
derives from their chemical composition : peptides
containing Aib (α-aminoisobutyric acid or αmethyl alanine) residues and ending in a Cterminal alcohol. They also often contain the
residue Iva (isovaleric acid or α-ethyl alanine) and
many have a number of imino acids, either proline
or hydroxyproline. Aib residues tend to promote
formation of helical structures due to the steric
constraints imposed by the second methyl group
on the Cα atom. All peptaibol structures determined to date are highly helical. The imino
acids tend to promote formation of bends or kinks
in these structures.
Peptaibols are amphipathic in nature and this
property allows many of them to form voltageKey words : alamethicin, crystal structure, homology modelling,
membrane, sequence database.
Abbreviations used : SF, subfamily ; Aib, α-aminoisobutyric acid ; Iva,
isovaleric acid.
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position, the molecules with Glu at this position
formed channels with longer lifetimes. Prolines
are often found in SF1 at positions 13 or 14, where
they are proposed to be involved in the mechanism
of insertion into membrane bilayers. Prolines in
this region create helix-breaking kinks in the structures [6]. There is a Gly at position 11 in $80 %
of the members of the SF. This residue may also
have an important role in helix bending, flexibility
and insertion. In all SF1 sequences, Aib residues
occur with high frequency and along the entire
length of the molecules, indicating that these
molecules should form predominantly α-helical
structures. It has been observed for many membrane proteins [7], and appears also to be true for
peptaibols [8], that aromatic amino acids tend to
be conserved and located at the bilayer hydrophobic\hydrophilic interfaces. All but a few of the
SF1 members have an aromatic amino acid at their
C-termini. In the case of the chrysospermins and
boletusin [9,10], aromatic residues are present at
both termini, Phe at the N-terminus and Trp
at the C-terminus. The aromatic residues may aid
in stabilization of channels within the membrane.
SF2 and SF3 are the most similar to SF1. SF2
consists of $ 30 sequences of peptaibols from six
different fungi. They tend to range in size from 14
to 16 residues, and thus although also classified as
‘ long ’ peptaibols, are shorter than members of

SF1. In general, they have aromatic (Phe) residues
at both their N- and C-termini. All have a frequent
occurrence of Aib residues and highly conserved
Gly and Gln residues in positions 6 and 11
respectively. SF2 is different from SF1 in that its
members have imino acids, either Pro or Hyp, that
are conserved in both positions 10 and 13. In the
antiamoebins, an additional imino acid is found in
the C-terminal portion of the molecule.
In the closely related SF3, which contains 15
sequences from three different fungal sources,
imino acids are found in positions 10, 13 and 15.
Two differences between SF3 and SF2 are that in
SF3 position 6 is a conserved Thr and, for the
most part, in SF3 no Gly residues are present [11].
Like many members of SF1, members of SF3 tend
to have two Glns, although in this case the
conserved positions are 3 and 11. SFs 2 and 3 are
similar in that they tend to have aromatic residues
at both the N- and C-termini, unlike SF1, which
tends to have them only at the C-terminus. This
suggests that the slightly shorter peptaibols may
require an extra aromatic amino acid to provide
anchorage in the membrane.
SF4 is very different from the other families.
This SF consists of peptaibols of either 11 or 14
residues and is made up of $50 sequences. In
position 2, they have a conserved Gln or Asn
residue. In the members with 14 residues, three

Figure 1
Sequence alignments of representative members of the various peptaibol SFs
U l Aib, H l Hyp, X l Iva, Z l ethyl-norvaline. In order to indicate similarities, the following key is used : Aib residues are black, Gln are
shaded grey, imino acids are bold and aromatic amino acids are in italics.
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no Pro, Gln or any charged residues, no mechanism for insertion into the membrane has yet
been postulated for it, nor has any evidence of
channel-forming activity been obtained.

Pro residues are present (positions 5, 9 and 13). In
the 11-residue members, two Pro positions (equivalent to 9 and 13) are conserved. No aromatics are
present in this SF, nor are any charged residues ;
however, these peptaibols still form channels.
SF5, a group of ‘ short ’ peptaibols, at present
consists of only five members isolated from three
different fungal sources. The sequences consist of
either seven or 11 residues. In this SF no Pro, Gln
or charged residues are present, possibly indicating that they employ different insertion and
conductance mechanisms. Members of SF5 are
Gly-rich [12] and it has been suggested that the
glycines may line the channel lumen, permitting
ions to complex with the polypeptide backbone
carbonyl groups, instead of with side chains.
The last SFs, 6, 7, 8 and 9, are extremely
small families ; SF6 and SF7 have only three
sequences each. The members of SF6 come from
two fungal sources [13,14], whereas in SF7 all
members are homologues from a single fungal
source. Members of SF6 are different from those
in other SFs in that the hydrophobic aromatic
residue Trp is conserved in position 1. All SF6
sequences are 15 residues long, hence they are
considered to be long peptaibols. When compared
with the other long peptaibols, they tend to have a
higher Aib content. All the sequences in this SF
have a conserved Gln in position 14 and a
conserved Leu at the C-terminal position 15. Pro
or Hyp residues are rare.
SF7 consists of the LP237s [15], homologues
with a conserved Leu as the C-terminal residue.
Out of 11 residues, there are three conserved Gln
residues in positions 5, 6 and 9. A conserved Pro is
found in position 2, and, unusually for the middle
of a sequence, an aromatic residue in position 3.
Due to the frequency of Gln and the presence of
Pro residues near the N-termini and also because
two members of the SF have an unusual amino
acid, ethyl-norvaline, there was difficulty in aligning these sequences to other peptaibol sequences.
SFs 8 and 9 contain only single sequences and
are so different they could not be put into any of
the other SFs using the criterion of $50 % (or
higher) identity established for the other SFs. SF8
is clonostachin [16], which has 14 residues, of
which just three are Aib. It has four Hyp residues,
more than any other peptaibol sequence. No Gln,
charged residues or aromatics are present. As a
result, clonostachin is an extremely hydrophobic
molecule. The last SF, SF9, contains a single
sequence, peptaibolin [17], with only five residues.
Being the shortest peptaibol reported and having

Structure and channel formation by
the peptaibol SFs
The high Aib content of peptaibols means that
they form helical structures. Only crystal structures of monomeric forms have been determined
thus far, but based on these, models have been
developed for multimeric transmembrane channels. Their amphipathic nature should allow them
to self-associate, and it has been proposed that
they form helical bundles, with hydrophobic
exteriors in contact with the lipid fatty acid chains,
and hydrophilic water-filled interiors.
Crystal structures of representative members
of SF1 (alamethicin) [6], SF2 (antiamoebin I)
[18,19], SF3 (Leu"-zervamicin) [20] and SF5
(trichogin-AIIV) [12] have all been solved ; these
structures permit comparisons between the different SF types. Alamethicin forms a nearly
straight and mostly α-helical structure (Figure 2,
left-hand structure). Alamethicin molecules are
34 A/ long, sufficient to span lipid bilayers, and conductance studies indicate that they are capable of
forming channels in a wide variety of lipid molecules. The side chains of Gln-7, Glu-18 and Gln19 are all located on the same face of the helix, and
are likely to form part of the lumen of the channel.
The slight bend created by Pro-14, along with the
missing hydrogens on the imino nitrogens that
result in the absence of a backbone hydrogen
bond, allows the carbonyl oxygens of Aib-10 and
Gly-11 to also form part of the polar face. It has
been proposed that Pro-14 is key for the insertion
of alamethicin into the membrane as it forms a
bend point between two helical segments [6].
Since helices have overall dipole moments along
the direction of their helical axes, it was proposed
that the N-terminal helix would insert first into
the membrane, leaving Pro-14 on the bilayer edge
with the C-terminal helix lying along the membrane surface. Upon application of a voltage, the
C-terminus would re-orient itself and insert fully
into the membrane ; then a number of such helices
would associate to form the channel (Figure 3a).
This model for insertion was named the ‘ barrelstave model ’ [21]. Alamethicin channels can
apparently be composed of between 6 and 12
monomers, but octamers have been inferred to be
the most stable conducting forms [6].
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The crystal structures of antiamoebin (Figure
2, right-hand structure) and Leu"-zervamicin
(Figure 2, central structure) [20] strongly resemble
each other. Both structures are helical and because
of the presence of three Hyp\Pro residues they
have a distinct bend in the middle. Both are shorter
than alamethicin, with antiamoebin being the
shortest due to its larger bend angle (48–56m versus
30–45m for zervamicin). The mechanism of
channel formation proposed for antiamoebin is
somewhat different from that of alamethicin. Anti-

amoebin can act as either a carrier or channel and
only forms conducting channels in very specific
types of lipids [18,22], perhaps as a consequence of
the mismatch in length between the peptaibol and
lipid molecules. Channels appear to be octamers.
Zervamicin can form channels of longer mean
channel lifetimes than antiamoebin and in a wider
range of lipids, suggesting a relationship between
channel stability and length of molecule.
Trichogin-AIIV, from one of the short SFs,
is only half the length of alamethicin (16 A/ ), al-

Figure 2
Comparison of the crystal structures of (left) alamethicin [6], (centre)
zervamicin [20] and (right) antiamoebin [18]
Pro residues are indicated in black and Aib residues are in dark grey. The polypeptide backbones
are drawn as helical ‘ worms ’. It can be seen that from left to right the structures have an
increasing bend angle.

Figure 3
Models for the insertion of (a) long and (b) short peptaibols into membranes
The long peptaibols associate with one another to form channels that span the width of the lipid
bilayer. (a) One molecule of the bundle shows a proline (represented as a black ball) forming
a kink in the structure between the N-terminal and C-terminal helices. After application of a
voltage, the entire molecule inserts into the membrane, as shown by the other molecules. (b)
The N-terminus-to-N-terminus association of two short monomers in the centre of the bilayer
is shown.
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though it too is helical [12]. It has been proposed
(Figure 3b) that the short peptaibols span only half
of the lipid bilayer and associate N-terminus to Nterminus in the centre of the membrane. Trichogin
does not have a proline-induced bend in the
middle, thus the ways it inserts and forms channels
are likely to be different from those of the long
peptaibols. A ‘ carpet mechanism ’ has been proposed for its insertion mechanism, whereby when
the local concentration on the surface of the
membrane becomes high, the membrane would
become disrupted, allowing the peptaibol to
enter and form channels in the membrane [23].
In forming a channel, two peptaibols from two
different surfaces would form a transmembrane
dimer and the octanoyl groups that are present
on the N-terminus would promote interactions in
the bilayer interior. The importance of the hydrophobic N-terminal group in short peptaibol
channel formation was confirmed by studies on
harzianin-HBII, in which there was N-terminal
acetylation instead of an acyl chain. Experiments
with Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli
indicated that this peptaibol had no membranemodifying activity [24]. In other studies where
different lengths of acyl chains (ranging from two
to eight carbons) were added to the 10-residue
trikoningin-KBIII, the analogues with shorter
acyl chains showed reduced membrane-modifying
activity [25].

secretion [30,31]. Alamethicin, the hypelcins and
the trichosporins have all been reported to cause
an increase in rat liver respiration [32]. Other
SF1 members whose functional activities have
been investigated include the chrysospermins,
which were reported to have anti-bacterial and
anti-fungal activities, and induce pigment formation in the Phoma destructiva fungus. They and
the saturnisporins have weak activity against S.
aureus [33]. The trichorzins exhibit activity against
both S. aureus and fungi [34]. Chrysospermins B
and D and the peptaivirins A and B inhibit tobacco
mosaic virus [35,36]. The two chrysospermins
also showed cytotoxic effects on some cancer cells,
with chrysospermin D being more effective than
B, thus implicating position 5, which is Aib in
chrysospermin B and an Iva in D [36]. Other long
peptaibols such as aibellin have been shown to
increase rumen fermentation [37]. Although the
SF1 members have high ( 80–90 %) sequence
identity, it is clear that the subtle sequence differences produce varying activities.
In SF2, antiamoebin [38] has been described
as an anti-amoebic agent. In SF3, XR586 [11] has
been shown to have anti-bacterial activity. Other
SF3 members such as heptaibin [39] have been
reported to have a wide range of anti-bacterial and
anti-fungal activities. For shorter peptaibols,
fewer functional studies have been reported. In
SF5, the trikoningins have activity against S.
aureus [25].
In SF6, the tylopeptins exhibited activity against Gram-positive bacteria but no activity
against pathogenic fungi or Gram-negative bacteria [14], and ampullosporin was reported to have
activity as a neuroleptic in mice [13]. Clonostachin
from SF8 has been reported to induce ADPdependent human platelet aggregation [16]. The
only member of SF9, peptaibolin, showed moderate activity against some Gram-positive bacteria
[17].
In summary, because not all SFs have been
tested for each type of activity, direct comparisons
cannot be made, and it is not possible to make any
strong correlations between functions and different SFs. However, virtually all peptaibols have
some membrane-modifying activity.

Functions of peptaibol SFs
Peptaibols exhibit a range of antibiotic functions
against different target organisms, although there
does not appear to be a clear correlation between
SF type and antibiotic activity or target. Some
peptaibols show activity against Gram-negative
bacteria, some against Gram-positive and some
against both ; others have activity against fungi. In
a number of cases, activity in mammalian cells
and\or against viruses has also been demonstrated.
The most widely studied member of SF1,
alamethicin, has reported activities including
channel-formation in bovine adrenal chromaffin
cells and transport of Ca#+, Mn#+ and Ni#+ ions
[26,27], along with the release of catecholamines
from the adrenal glands of cats [28]. Both alamethicin and SF3 member zervamicin can lyse
human erythrocytes ; however, SF2 member antiamoebin is not able to do so [29]. Alamethicin is
also reported to induce metabolic activity in
bovine aorta endothelial cells [26]. The trichokindins and the trichosporins appear to have
similar activities to alamethicin in catecholamine

Common structural features in the
peptaibols and ion-channel proteins
The relatively small peptaibol molecules discussed
in this paper are finding use as models to aid in our
understanding of complex membrane-transport
functions. They exhibit a number of features in
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common with larger protein channels, such as the
potassium and sodium channels [8]. The nature of
their lumen, formed from carbonyl groups of the
polypeptide backbone or polar side chains, their
assembly into multimers to form pores of the
correct dimensions for specific ion transport and
the presence of aromatic amino acids that act to
stabilize the structures within membranes, are all
common features exhibited by peptaibols and
larger channels. As a result, these relatively simple
molecules may be valuable as model systems,
providing insight into the complex processes
involved in transport across membranes.
Peptaibols are particularly good systems for
computational simulations of ion binding and
translocations due to their small size [40,41], and
the wide range of naturally occurring peptaibol
sequences provides a wealth of information on
functional consequences of structural changes.
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